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Survey Ranks UNM
Third in Astronomy
Improvements in the University
of New Mexico doctoral program in
physics and astronomy have earned
the department national recognition,
according to a recent survey published by the National Academy
Press.
The UNM department ranked
third in the nation in the category for
improvement.tn the physical sciences during the last five years. The
University was topped only by the
University of Texas at Austin and
the University of California at Santa
Barbara in that category of the
study.
The survey, which rated aspects
of doctoral-level education at
selected public and private universities in the United States, was conducted through the Conference
Board of Associated Research
Councils ..Board members include
loe Cavan:tta
the American Council of Learned
EVERY TWO HOURS workers at the Ford Utilities Plant must trek over to North Campus to Societies, the American Council on
inspect the chill water plant. John Fitzger•ld checks to see th•t•ll is in order duting oq of the Education, the National Research
Council and the Social Science ReintptH:tions Thursday afternoon.
search Council.

New Heat Pump Saves Energy
The chillers that have provided cooling at the University of New Mexico are still for the first time in years:
a silent statement underscoring the success of UNM's
aggressive energy conservation program.
A new electric heat pump enabled UNM to reduce its
natural gas consumption by 24 percent in November.
None of the steam-driven centrifugal chillers, powered
by gas-burning boilers, have been necessary. since
September.
''In September, five chillers stopped running, and
they haven't .been on since," said Larry Schuster,
UNM's energy conservation engineer. "The new heat
pump on North Campus is providing cooling for all
buildings on campus that require chilled air or water,
eliminating the need for the chillerS. previously used.
This is the first time in the history of the University that
every chiller in the Ford Utilities Center is off.''
The electric heat pump not only provides cooling by
removing heat from campus buildings, it also conserves
energy by converting the recovered heat into a tempera•
ture high enough to heat the Basic Medical Sciences and
Biomedical.Research buildings on North Campus.
Schuster said even during winter months, most com·
merical buildings require cooling because the central
core of the buildings don't have access to outside air.
"People, machinery and lights in institutional buildings
generate heat, which must be removed to maintain a
comfortable temperature," he said.

"Even during the coldest winter days, cooling is
necessary in these buildings. Also, the UNM Computing Center and areas of the medical center requite strict
adherence to certain temperatures for equipment
maintenance and research purposes."
J\lthough the heat pump was installed in 1981, .it was
not operated in the heating mode until the Biomedical
Research Building was completed in 1982, providing a
sufficient heating requirement for the high-temperature
water produced by the heat pump.
"The only unit now operating for cooling is the heat
pump," Schuster said. "UNM is now requiring onefourth the chilling capacity necessary in 1977, when
energy consumption at the University was at its peak.
Not only is this an energy conserving device, but the
campus' total cooling requirements have been reduced
through UNM's overall energy conservation efforts."
In November 1982, the University saved 15 billion
thermal units of natural gas with this new method of
cooling but consumed two billion additional thermal
units of electricity operating the heat pump. "Electricity is five times as expensive as natural gas, so the
savings in energy cost is not as dramatic as the energy
consumption savings resulting from the heat pump,"
Schuster said ... Because it uses electricity however
the heat pump will provide an alternate sou:ce of heat:
~n~ and cooling if the University's supply of natural gas
IS mterrupted."

.~'We're still a long way from the
top of the list for overall quality, but
we're making progress," said R.
Marcus Price, chairman of the UNM
physics and astronomy department.
"We're pulling ourselves up by the
bootstraps.. ''
Among the changes that led to the
department's high rating, Price
noted in particular the approval of a
biomedical option at the master's
degree level, completely revamped
astronomy and astrophysics courses
at the upper division and graduate
level, and the addition of an optics
curriculum and Ph.D. ·degree.
The optics program alone
accounted for the addition of 10 new
courses, including development of
an uppeJ: division and graduate
laboratory, Price said.
Although not evaluated in the survey of graduate programs, the
undergraduate physics and astronomy program at UNM .also has improved significantly in recent years,
Price said.
continu«< on P.l• S

Bill Seeks State Money
ToAid HigherEducation
SANTA FE (UPI) ~House
Bill 2, the General Appropriations Act, was introduced in the
Hou~e Thursday, appropriating
$1.23 billion from the General
Fund to pay for state government
expenses during the 1983-84 fiscal year.
The budget bill, introduced by
Los Lunas Democrat Fred Luna,

the new chainnan of the House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee,seeks$194.9million
from the General Fund for higher

education. The total higher
education appropriation sought is
$471 million.
That figure includes funds for
a 5 percent Salary increase for
higher education employees.
For other. education, the bill
seeks $33 million out of the
General Fund and $69 million
total.
Education funding makes up
about half of the total funds asked
for in the act.
Including other state funds and
federal funds, the measure
appropriates $2.2 billion to cover
all state expenses during the next
fiscal year. That figure excludes
$24 million from the General
Fund for .special appropriations
also sought in the bill.
For the current fiscal year the
Legislature appropriated $1.19
biUion from the General Fund for
ongoing. expenses.

UNM Education Graduates Hold Own
By Laura Tolley
Fewer students are planning to become
teachers, according to an article from the
"College Press Service," but that trefid does
not hold true for.University.ofNew Mexico
graduates, says Gail Grambling, a College of
Education advisor.
Studies made in t 976 show a placement of
eight .out of I0 UNM College of Education
gl'aduates in the teaching field.
The article also stated, "a University of
North Carolina study released last summer
WOMEN RUN AWAY:
found that the majority .of female education
majorS who graduate at the top of their classes
SeePage fD
leave the profession within five years of gra•
SPACE WARS:
duation. ''
SeePage4
AtUNM, 88 females, and 29 males graduWHAT'S GOIN' ON:
ated from the College of Education in Decem·
S..Pa11e1
ber 1981. In December 1982 there were 56
graduating females and 20 graduating males.
REWARDING SWITCH:
Grambling said the decline is partly due to
SeePageS
the cutback in federal funding for the Indian
.___________....,_ __. · Navajo Teacher Program. She added there is

In today's Lobo:

no real trend of students steering away from
education degrees at UNM.
Dr. Sven Winther, another education advisor said top females. in any area are those who
leave their profession because other options
are opened to them.

''New Mexico is in a pretty good situation
because we fiever overextended ourselves,.,
Winther said. He said th~ state school system
has not been cutting back like. maJ]y states
have during the hard economic times, but has
kept at more of a "steady-state.''

Indians Insulted by Watt
By Grethe Nordby
InteriorSecretaty Jantes Watt has seriously
attacked the Indian communities across the
nation by referring to the Indian reservations
as the worst possible examples of socialism,
said Beverly Mathews, Native American Stu•
dent Services director.
Watt's comment Tuesday ..... that social
problems on reservations are exaggerated be·
cause of the socialistic government policies of
the Indians - has cteatcil a sti'Ong response
among the 800 University of New Mexico

Indian students.
1
' 1 hope that the public will not be compel·
led to believe that Indians are all a bunch of
unemployed suicidal alcoholics/' Mathews
said.
•
UNM has the largest Indian student enrollment in this country, she said. ''These students are not any of those things Watt referred
to. As concerned Indians, they are reatizing
the extent to which the Native American has
more than contributed to the existence of present day society.u
·
t:Ontinu«< on ,.,. I
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Wire Report

j

by United Press International

Drunken Driving Dealt With by House

'I

SANTA FE (UPI)- Representaintroduced 25 bills in the
House Thursday, including two reI ated to drunken driving,
Rep. James Martin, R-Socorro,
introduced House Bill 4 making
vehicular homicide influenced by
alcohol or non-prescribed drugs
second-degree murder.
~ives

Shelters for Homeless Are Squeezed to Capacity
Thousands of shivering homeless, the most since the Depression
of the 1930s, crowded into New
York City shelters Thursday. Other
cities also tried to cope with growing
numbers of "new poor" swelling
the ranks of the recession's downand-outers.
In Washington, D.C., where officials estimated only a fraction of the
homeless were being sheltered, a
man was found frozen to death in a
phone booth,
Welfare and private aid agencies
around the country said they were
trying to contact many of the recently unemployed who arc too proud to
ask for help.
Their adv.ice: don't wait until
needs become critical.
Some 4,668 homeless men,
women and children turned up at
New York City's 11 shelters, said an
official of New York's Human Re-

sources Administration.
''Since the Depression, New
York has not sheltered this many,"
he said, explaining that during the
mid-l930s the city strained to care
for an average of 10,000 homeless
each night,
Other destitute people were sheltered by churches and charitable
organizations. And no one knew
how many others were seeking shelter in abandoned buildings, subways
and train stations as temperature
plummeted into the 'teens.
There were estimates of between
5,000 and 10,000 homeless .in the
Washington, D.C. area.
Mitch Snyder, a spokesman for
the Community for Creative NonViolence, a local activist group, said
there were beds for about 1,400 to
1,500 people in 26 shelters.
"All the shelters are turning people away every night," he said.

District of Columbia police said man said he would introduce legislathey found Fred Geiser, known as tion i~ an attempt to free $175,000 to
"Freddy the Freeloader," frozen to fund emergency shelters statewide,
Chicago has earmarked $200,000
death in a phone booth, where he
apparently sought shelter from the for emergency shelters, and discus··
sions were under way Wednesday in
cold.
In Boston, a 54-member panel City Hall about opening a large
representing public and private shelter.
"I don't think people like to know
organizations planned to meet Friday to discuss recommendations to that there are people who are homeGov. MichaelS. Dukakis on ways to less and who might freeze to death,"
deal with the state's homeless- a said Alderwoman Marian Volini,
situation termed by the Dukakis who unsuccessfully tried to get a $2
administration a ''growing million appropriation from the City
Council for an emergency shelter.
emergency.''
"It's not politically popular to be
''One of our problems is that there
are no hard numbers on how many fighting for such people or for she!people we are talking about,' • said . ters to house them."
Cleveland's private shelters rePhilip W. Johnston, Du)cakis' direcported they were strained to capactor of human resources.
Unofficial estimates put the ity, with the Salvation Army preparhomeless total at more than 12,000 ing an emergency shelter for women
and children this weekend.
in the Chicago area.
"Unfortuantely, problems with
Illinois state Rep. Woody Bow-

Burning Meteor Creates Spectacle
DENVER - A mysterious
bright green fireball seen by
several people, including at least
three airline pilots, in the Denver
area Wednesday night probably
was a meteor that burned up in
the atmosphere, a geologist said
Thursday.

Jack Murphy, curator of the
Department of Geology at the
Museum of Natural History in
Denver, investigated the reported
sightings and said he concluded
the meteor probably burned up in
the atmosphere over eastern Colorado or westem Kansas.

He said it was possible that
sightings might have been made
as far south as Dalhart, Texas.
The object was reported traveling from north to south and was at
an elevation about 40 degrees
above the eastern horizon.

WANT TO PUT liN END
TO THIS?

the economy have resulted in more
battered women and battered children due to the tensions of unemployment,'' said Major Paul Kelly.
Added Louisille, Ky. Salvation
Army Maj. Raymond Kitchen, "We
have families coming in now for
meals, some of whose utilities have
been cut off, who are unable to
cook."
For Flint, Mich. , the recessionhounded automobile town that has
the highest unemployment in the nation, the problem wasn't so much
offering the desperate shelter, but
getting the "new poor" to swallow
their pride and ask for help, said
Fran Hiteshew, director of the Crisis
Center for the Unemployed.
''People are used to paying for
services and they don lt want charity
and they don't want something for
nothing and they're relucant to say
'I've got this problem,'" she said.

The amendment to the motor
vehicle code Martin proposes also
says anyone injuring another person
while driving intoxicated is guilty of
a second-degree felony.
The bill amends another section
of the code to make injury or death
caused by a driverinfluenced by prescribed drugs a third degree felony.
The code now specifies fourth degree felony charges for the crime.
The changes also include a man•
datory 360-day jail term for anyone
convicted of driving while intoxicated three or more times within five
years.
Rep. Tandy Hunt, R-Roswell,
has submitted a proposal amending
the detoxification act to include
drivers.
The act currently concerns only

Celebrities Touring
Militant EI-Salvador
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
- Celebrities and congressmen
opposing military aid for El Salvador toured the country Thursday, the
eve of President Reagan's expected
certification that the government's
human rights policy is improving.
Leftist guerrillas at the same time
claimed to have killed or captured
388 government forces since Jan. 7
and also said 63 civilians were killed
in an army bombardment Thursday.
The guerrilla charge came as a
U.S. Embassy spokesman said the
mission bad recommended Reagan
"certify" El Salvador is making
sufficient progress in respecting human rights to keep up the flow of $61
million in military aid.
The presidential certification, .required every six months by Congress, is expected Friday.
A host of congressmen artd personalities, including folk singer Mary
Travers of the Peter, Paul and Mary
group and actor Mike Farrel of the
"M.A.S.H." television series, arc
touring El Salvador on a crusade
against certification.
In a visit Wednesday to two San
Salvador jails holding political prisoners, Miss Travers and Farrel led
inmates in singing protest songs supporting the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front, El Salvador's
guerrilla coalition.
Richard White, whose brother
Robert is a former U.S. ambassador
to El Salvador and a critic of Reagan
Administration policy, "crashed" a

private dinner for a 16-member human rights delegation and U.S.
Embassy staffers.
"The government .of El Salvador
should talk with the guerrillas as the
only way to find peace in the country
and the region,' • White told the dinner Wednesday night.
In other developments, Rep.
Robert Torricelli, D.-N.J., arrived
in San Salvador to retrieve a body
thought to be that of freelance journalist John Sullivan, 28, Bogota,
N.J., who disappeared from his
hotel on Dec. 28. 1980, just hours
after arriving in El Salvador.
Guerrilla Radio Venceremos,
calling the army high command
"irresponsible" for sending a
6,000-man force into rebeldominated Morazan province, said
rebels "have expelled the military
presence of the dictatorship in exten·
sive territories.
"Sooner or later they are going to
be expelled from our territories.
Northern Morazan is and will be
free," the broadcast said.
Venceremos, which means "We
Shall Overcome" in Spanish, said
government mortar shelling of the
town of Meanguera, 70 miles northeast of San Salvador, killed 63 civilian non-combatants Tuesday.
Military sources admit rebels are
garrisoned in seven villages in the
northern part of Morazan and that
around 20 other hamlets are cut off
and under virtual guerrilla control.

people in public places. Hunt is
seeking a change in the law that
would include people in or on a car
parked in & public place.
Rep. Mary Thompson, R-Las
Cruces, submitted House Bill 21,
which would change the Public Service Commission from a board
appointed by thr. governor and
approved by the Senate to an elected
body.
Thompson's bill would create a
five-member PSC with siJ> year
terms.
Under her bill, the terms of the
current commission members would
end Dec. 31, 1984 and new members would be elected during the
1984 elections.
The new members would come
from five PSC districts created in the
bill by splitting all the counties but
Bernalillo by geographical regions.
Bernalillo county would be split

between two district.
House Bllll6, introduced by Santa Fe Democrat Leo Catanach, concems Anaya's proposal to reorganize the Department of Finance and
Administration.
Catanach's bill calls for taking the
Board of Finance Division out of the
DFA and placing it under the jurisd.iction of the Office of the State
Cash Manager.
A third Anaya proposal is involved in House Bill 10, which creates the Truth or Consequences
Veteran's Center.
The bHI, introduced by Dan Berry, D-Eunice, would turn the former
Carrie Tingley hospital .into the
center.
Berry is asking for an immediate
$1 million General Fund appropriation to convert the hospital and $1.4
mill ion to operate the veteran's
center.

Architect Films To Run
The University of New Mexico
School of Architecture plans to present a series of films dealing with
architecture and architects beginning Jan. 26.
Dean George Anselevicius said
the films will feature architects such
as Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbu-

sier, and A. Charks and their designs.
The films, sponsored by University Architect Van Dum Hooker
and his wife, Peggy, are scheduled
to be shown every Wednesday at
noonand 5:30p.m. at the School of
Architecture. Admission is free.

Extra Policing of Lots
Assures Proper Parking
University of New Mexico· There are now "only parking
parking lots have been policed permits left for donnitory studuring the mornings this week. dents," Lasusky said. They are
being sold "D" permits, for the
One reason for this is so enter- dirt parking lot at Central and
ing freshmen, unfamiliar with Girard.
zoned parking, are directed to the
Lasusky said he has waiting
proper lots, said acting Parking lists of "up to 35" people for
M.anager John Lasusky, In addi- faculty wanting permits.
tion, he said, ''We owe .the peoStudents without parking perple that space which we sell mits can park on the North Camthem."
pus free lots and use the "CourThe parking enforcement tesy Shuttle" service to taxi to
officers police lots, usually by · the main campus.
Permits expire May 20.. Sumstanding at the lot entrance, at the
beginning of each. semester to en- mer permits will go on sale about
sure that only those students with a week before th~ session begins
valid permits are using the lots. and cost $10. Permits for the
Persons parking in zoned areas academic school year are $36 and
without the correct pennit will be can be purchased during the
ticketed.
summer.
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Featuring an International Progressive Dinner. In·
terested women should sign up at the Student Acti·
Vitles Center by Friday, January 21.1nformal Rush Is
scheduled for January 23 through January 26.
Women wishing to join a sorority but who are
us·· noble to attend Informal Rush can still sign up at · tudent ActMtles for Open Rush,
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GOLDEN RECORDINGS B'l THE WHO, THE BEATLES,
TOM PETT'l1 BILL'/ JOEL, REO SPEEDWAGON,
ROD STEWART~ DAN FOGELBERG, ALAN PARSONS,
OAVID BOWIE/ HALL AND OATES, .38 SPECIAL~
STEEL'l DAN, OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN, WILLIE NELSON~
KENN'l LOGGINS, ELTON JOHN, THE KINKS, DON MCLEAN,
JIMM'l BUFFETT, L'/N'lRD SK'lN'lRD, GENESIS,
TED NUGENT, THE BEACH BO'fS, LOU REED, SQUEEZE,
JOE JACKSON~ JOHN LENNON AND MAN'l MORE.

RECORDS, TAPES~ A LITTLE BIT MORE

1

THRU FEBRUAR'l 2ND, CORONADO CENTER.

•

•
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Forum

New Democrat Rewarded for Switch

--Commentary--

..

Letters

of

Editor:

By Craig Chrissinger

And therekf, oor conclusion 15 thaT councilman
Hunzinker Js a pin-headed
old c~ernaeosue.

Let me be the first to complain about the new country-store type
"Food Bazaar" addition to our SUB.
When they tore out the old stores I was hoping, along with everyone elsE! for some real improvements. Instead, we get the same old
stuff (w~rn out shoe). They sell the sa~e things as th.e main "S!dewalk Cafe" cafeteria at the same over-pnces. They sellrce cream, JUSt
like the cafeteria; they sell pita-bread sandwiches, just like the
cafeteria (I happen to like pita sandwiches); ~hey have a hu~e a~ea
devoted to selling cookies; they sell apples at frfty cents each, JUSt ltke
the cafeteria; they sell Cokes in cups. j~st li~e th~ cafet,eria. Their
"nature foods" section sells sugar candres, JUSt ltke the Mercado,
JUST LIKE THE CAFETERIA, (The cafeteria hamburgers are over. priced, taste like cold rubber, and make me sick.) One gets to wondering what we need a store like that for, b~t someone solved that
question for us: now they close the cafeterra down at 1 p.m.
A lot of the same non-student employees from the cafeteria work at
the country store, and at a ~ime when the fed~ral and st.at~ goyernments are cutting back tundmg for students, Ithmkthatthrs rs a r;p-off
of our Student Union Building. (They are real nice people, just not
students.)
Iwould like a store more like a "Circ;;le K," where I could pick up
necessary items, li~e eggs, bread, milk, chee~e •. on ~he way ~om~.
The new store is JUSt an example of bad caprtallsm rn the unrversrty
system and a symptom ofthe bad management that has plagued the
SUB for years; I hope they get their acts together, and make some real,
much-needed changes.
C.S. Webb

Bill Can't Assure Equality
Editor:

...was asnorp-witted
elder statesman.

On Dec. 20, 1982 Albuquerque Tribune editorial on the series,
"They Called Me Wetback," presents a contradictory message. It
opposes nativism (political programs against immigrants) and racism against Mexican nationals and calls on the United. States and New
Mexico "to do all it can to lessen the hardship for those who bear the
burden of being called 'wetback'.'' On the other hand, the editorial
urges that "something must be done to stop the flood of immigrants
who come in illegally and place a strain on many of our local govern·
ment institutions." Their solution is the Simpson-Mazzoli Bill.
No legislation or legal measure will ever succeed that does not
address the root cause of the problem. At the root of the problem of
the "illegal alien" is not the individual who comes to this country, like
many of our forefathers, seeking human dignity and a better life; it is
the inequality between the United States and Mexico, and the un·
equal treatment of Mexican nationals that grows out of this national
inequality. This imbalance hall itshistoric roots in the Mexican·
American War, a war of conquest that exppropriated 45 percent of
Mexico's richest potential grazing and farm lands, vast natural re·
sources and cheap labor. This war was supported by many leaders at
the time, including Ulysses S. Grant, who described it "as one of the
most unjust everwaged by a stronger against a weaker nation.'' Many
accused then-President Polk of conspiring to provoke the war in order
to annex Mexico's vast territory. This war was an embodiment of a
nativistic, racist and expansionist philosophy that said it was God's
will, the manifest destiny of the Anglo-Saxon race to dominate (civilize) any portion of this continent without limits.
Inequality and domination continue today, with the U.S. and international banking and business interests explOiting Mexico's economy and maintaining her backward for their drive for super-profits.
Perhaps those who demand that foreign-born workers prove their
right to be in this country before they are allowed to be employed
ought to ask permission from Native Amerlcans to be here themselves. Yes, there should be amnesty, but the Simpson-Mazzoli Bill is
no solution to the inequality of nations and nationalities, and its
employment restrictions add to the difficulties Spanish-speaking pole
face in the U.S. We have nothing to gain from continuing to support
oppression and inequality, and everything to gain from eliminating it.

If you missed our bus pass sales
in the SUB, you can come to
Sun-Tran, 601 Yale S.E.
SAM to 5PM, Monday-Friday.
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Students may register for classes as late as Jan. 21. The registration center is open Monday
through Thursday from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. and on Fridays from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. until the end of
January.

UNM Hosts Convention
The University of New Mexico
School of Architecture and Planning
will be the host school for the
Associated Collegiate Schools of
Architecture convention in Santa
Fe, March 19 to 22.
About 300 professors of
architecture from universities in the
United States, Canada and Mexico
arc expected to attend, according to
Dean George Anselevicius.

The conference will focus on the
cross-cultural aspects of architecture
and will feature American architects
practicing abroad and foreign
architects working in the U.S., he
said.
As the host school, UNM is planning a day of lectures, seminars and
tours to focus on the architecture of
New Mexico and the Southwest, he
said.

In town for the duration

For information call
766-7830

Buy or Renew

Edward Bernstein
Judith Berstein

your UNM Student Health Insurance

Now!
You may buy or renew your UNM
Student Health Insurance during
the official enrollment period:
January 17 through February 7

Buy 2 Get 2 Free
winter clothing clearance

There's still life

Deadline: Februa:r:y 7

at the

Enroll at:
I) UNM Cushier's Office (through Feb. 4)
2) Student Health Center (MWF 1-3pm)
3) Key~tone Life Office .
•
2625 Pennsylvania NE SUJte 300
Albuquerque, NM 87110

general store

884~6827

Ill Harvard SE

PDhl~in

Reportor ..................... lauraTolley
Reporter.,
t .Ramona Nye
Entertainment Aepor1or ...••. Johanna King
Data Entry.,, .. , .... ,,'"."., .Wren Propp
ProductlonManager ..... Duane McGregor
Contributing Edf!Of, •••••• , , Rick .Berthold
SuslnossManagor , ... , ...... Michael Ford
Advertising Manager ........ James Fiahar

Rinaldi said the College will
also offer two new courses this
semester: Introduction to Computer Concepts, an introductory
course describing computer systems and languages, and Introduction to Computer Selection,
an introduction to determining
computing needs and selecting
hardware and software appropriate to those needs. Course emphasis is on business application.
In addition to the two-year degree in computer programming,
the General College also offers
two-year degrees in commerical
skills and electronics technology.

• available only to full-time students of
an accredited post High School educational institution in Albuquerque.
A full-time student at UNM is registered for 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hours.

\

Lobo

University ofNew Mexico students interested in the two-year
computer programming degree
will find two options have been
added to the program that originally offered only an avenue toward computer science.
General College Dean John
Rinaldi said compater programming now offers options in scientific programming for people
who would like to work in a
laboratory setting like Sandia,
and business programming for
those who would prefer working
.in the business environment.
He said the scientific program
option requires such courses as
calculus and computer programming for engineers. The business
option requires such courses as
calculus for the social sciences,
computer programming for business students and introduction,to
data processing.

Semester Pass* ...... .................. $50.00
Commuter Pass
(1 calendar month) .... $16.00
Punch Pass
(20 rides) .................. $ 8.00
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tison, R-Ciovis, said the appointment was Coli's reward for joining
the Democrats,
"That was Max Coli's price. He
got it," Pattison said.
However, House Speaker Ray
Sanchez, D-Albuquerque, said he

made "no fll'Itl agreements'' with
Coli.
"I tried to be as f;~ir !IS possible,
utilizing everybody's talents and
looking at region&l philosophies,"
Sanchez said.
Despite his comments on Coli,
Pattison said, "I think he (Sanchez)
did a fair job. We didn't get every·.
thing we asked for, but we feel we
were treated fairly."
Sanchez named liberal Democrats
to the chairmanship of all but two of
the remaining 14 committees.
However, conservatives who supported Rep. Gene Samberson, San·
chez's opponent for the speaker
post, dominate the Government and
Urban Affairs and Transportation
committees.
Except for Printing and Supplies
and Enrolling and Engrossing, the
committees are balanced between
liberals and conservatives.
The printing and enrolling com·
mittees, which do not handle legislation, are made up of liberal Democrats.
Sanchez appointed Fred Luna, DLos Lunas, chairman of the influential House Appropriations and Finance Committee.
Carlsbad Democrat Jack Skinner,
who was groomed for the chair·
manship by retiring coalition leader
Jeff Alexander
and
chairman John Mershon,
CHANGE of party affiliation for Rep. Max Coli, D-Santa Fe, was former
named vice chairman.
helped him g11in chairmanship of the House Committee on
Sanchez did not name members to
Taxation and Revenue. Coli, ·who was named to the post the Rules and Order of Business
yesterday, became a Democrat prior to the start of the 36th committee, but appointed Ray Varsession of the Legislature.
gas, D-Albuquerque, chairman.

Same Stuff in New Store

Waging War from Space
Inevitable Despite Treaty
In a secret Defense-Department document, the Pentagon directs
preparations to "project force" and "wage war effectively" from
outer space and bars the United States from signing any treaty that
would prevent the development of space-based weapons that "add a
new dimension to our military capabilities.''
The report also urges that an anti-satellite weapon achieve operational status by 1987 and orders the Air Force to devise concepts
about how it could be used in a prolonged strategic war.
In general, it ignores the possibility of a reconciliation or peaceful
co-existence with the Soviet Union. It presumes that the Soviet military is capable of threatening the United States with destruction.
And nowhere does it give an explanation of how a space-based
system could "project force." It appears deliberately vague about
possible weapons outside of the satellite hunter-kil.ler. Evidence suggests the Soviets are way ahead In the development of such a
weapon.
Shades of Star Wars? Will miniature Death Stars maintain orbit
above world capitals waiting to annihilate them at the touch of a red
button?
Treaties have tried to prevent the threat of space war. In 1967, 62
nations, including the United States, the United Kingdom and the
Soviet Union, signed the Treaty Limiting Military Activities in Space. It
forbids the placement of nuclear or mass destruction weapons in
orbit, on the moon or on other celestial bodies; military installations
on the moon or planets; and military maneuvers originating from the
moon or planets.
The controversial United Nations' "moon treaty" also contains
clauses declaring that "the moon and its natural resources are the
common heritage of mankind .. ," and that it should be used exclusively for peaceful purposes.
Some of the most difficult questions in space law deal with military
activities.What should be al.lowed and just what activities should be
considered as military? To us, space shuttles are peaceful research
vehicles. Yet Alexei Leo nov, head of the Soviet cosmonauts, pointed
out it has the potential to be the most efficient satellite destroyer to
date. And what about the military navigation satellites that play a key
role in our ICBM guidance systems? The Pentagon interprets the 1967
treaty as prohibiting only warheads, not the means of delivering
them.
One thing is becoming painfully clear. There is no realistic method
of preventing a country from practicing military activities in space.
Enforcements are nearly impossible and not practical. A treaty is only
effective when all nations agree to it and are willing to obey it of their
own free will.
History suggeststhatfew important international treaties last more
than 25 years. Even fewer have survived for more than a century.
However, the obituary list ofinternational treaties is old and long. One
of the surviving rare treaties is the United States-British establishm!lnt of the boundary between the United States and Canada.
Furthermore, the 1967 treaty is becoming useless as technology
developments continue. The treaty drafters did not forsee the development of high-energy lasers and particle-beam weapons less
than 20 years later. Also, parts ofthe moon treaty are so controversial
that many nations refused to sign it.
To all this controversy another problem is developing, It is in·
creasingly evident that the human race must soon leave the earth in
order to survive. Michael Zeilik, an associate professor of astronomy
at the University of New Mexico, says that at our present birth rate,
the population of the earth doubles every 35-40 years. At such a rate,
the earth will be covered with people in 350 years, assuming each
individual is given one and a half meters. But conditions will become
unbearable long before that.
The earth is a finite resource and will only suit our needsforso long.
Space colonies that tap solar energy are our best bet for the future,
Zeilik says, The raw material for these space colonies probably will
come from the moon and the asteroid belt.
As we explore and colonize space, we must be free of the national
bickering that plagues life here on Earth. The human race should not
have the threat of space•based weaponry added to its other problems
of survival. The nations of the world must voluntarily agree not to use
space-based weapons lest Earth become a burnt-out lump of ash, as
ill so many sc1ence-fiction stories of the 1950s.

SANTA FE (UPI) - Rep. Max
Coil, the Republican who switched
parties Within weeks of the start of
the Legislature, was named chairman Thursday
the House Committee on Taxation and Revenue.
House ¥inority Leader Hoyt Pat·

.Options in Computing
Diversify New Program

(across from UNM)

Setter benefit plan

must be purchased ai the Student
Health Center or the agent's office,
;

/

.

..

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa.Fe

166-7709

8117 Menaul NE
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ASUNM Offers Free Undergrad Tutoring
school part time during a period of sold on the idea of the program. It
28. years, He took the last 39 hours in has real merit."
The Associated Students of the one year, which, be said, "almost
The center is located in the AfroUniversity of New Mexico Tutorial killed me."
American
Center at 1819 Roma NE.
Still alive, Cook went on to teach Those who
Center is providing students with the
need tutoring or who
extra assistance they may need to school, complete some graduate would like to become tutors can consucceed in their courses. The tutor- work, write and edit master thesises tact the center at 277-4965.
ing is free, and the center has access and dissertations ''not for the
A welcome hand is extended to all
to tutors for aJI undergraduate money, but because I wanted to be of
students, Cook said, to help them
service," he said.
courses at the UNM.
Cook has carried that same atti- through the rough spots of college
Rather than a "teaching" service,
however, the center is set up to pro- tude to the Tutorial Center. ''I was courses.
vide. students with short-term tutoring to resolve specific problems they
have in their studies, said Harold
Barnwell, associate director.
The center's director, J. T. Cook,
Sweet rolls and hot and cold beA big-screen television is the
is "dead serious" about making the
program work for all students. "I newest .entertainment addition to the verages will be available with free
am concerned about the success of University of Ne:w Mexico Student refills on coffee.
Aside from the grand opening,
the student body,'' he said. ''I know Union Building.
what it is like to be scared of failing a SUB Recreation will have a grand weekly programming will include
.opening of the Silver Screen Televi- the news, Music Television, soap
class."
Cook earned his bachelor's de- sion Monday from 10 a.m. to 11 operas, Sarurday Nighr Live, the
gree in education from UNM in p.m. in the Subway Station, located Movie Channel and the Sports
Channel.
1967 at the age of 54. He went to on the lower level of the Union,
By Laura Tolley

The University of New Mexico College of Arts and Sciences
docs not request the disenrollment of students failing the Com·
munications Skill Test, but the
college reserves this right. Arts
and Sciences Advisor Diane
Rawls said, no students have
been disenrolled for failing the
CST, but the College may temporarily block registration for
such students. The Daily Lobo
regrets the errors.

SUB Scores· Big Screen

SMALL
ads
are
seen
~DAILY

Arts

LOBO
J. T. COOK

Survey---------------------------continued from page 1
"At the undergraduate level, we
have added more sections of all our
introductory courses for the convenience of students, including
night students," he said. "There are
also more problems sections and a
tutorial center- all manned by
professors rather than graduate students."
A major development in the phy-

sics and astronomy department during the past five years has been the
formation of a radio astronomy research group. This group began with
the arrival of Price; Jack 0. Bums,
assistant professor; Ko Hummel,
·post-doctoral fellow; and Thomas J.
Balonek, post-doctoral research
associate.
The radio astronomy group works
closely with the Very Large Array

Monday, January 31st

800 prn

K1va Aud1tonurn

An,ouncemtnls ;, Lip Servfre will be run the- day
before the event and rhe day of Jhe el"enl on a space
ovol/ob/c basis. Lip Service I< available to all UNM
ntm-projlt orgdnJtationt, Farms for Lip Service can
be picked up In Marron Hall. room lJBand inusr be

Quote, •.• Unquote, Inc .. liS VerandN.W.Inc:Juded
in lhe workshop are use of the camera, editing.
lighting, nudlo, .legalities and TV grapbics. Adv.anee
registrarion required. More informalion is available
oll454900.

turned In by 2 p.m~ the day prior topubllcatiM.

Tuesday, February 15th
900prn
Graham Central Stat10n

Tuesday. March lsi
8·00 p m
Kiva Audita~ riUm

1-------------t
Listen to I<FMG for details or call

299-7799 for more Information or
to charge tickets.

Today's Events

Monday's Events

Sigma Phi EpJIIon Fntt:rnlty is c:ondur=ting Spring
Ru$h !or !983, All Interested men can call the
fraternity at 247·4299 for more jnformatio_n, Ask for
Brad Bradley, Matk 'Ha)ies or Vince naca. 'rhe house
ls loca~ed at 1705 M<1a VIsta NE.

LILl'Mcht Lclgue will mcc:t at 7 p.m. Monday- at
the Pediatric Care Bulldlng, !18 Dartmouth S.E.
Topic this wc:ck wlll be the advantages .or breast
feeding. More inrormation is avavailable from Shelly
Tcmpko at 299-8640,

UNM SUD Recre11lon will sponsor their annual
Acu·J Rtgional Qualifier Tournament in cighl·ball
billiards, foos:ball and table tennis ftom 6~30 p.m.
until completion today, Winners wUI c:arn a trip to
ColoradoStateUnivershy, Fotl.Collins,.Colorado,lo
rc:prc:sent UNM at the rcgionab, Feb. 17~19.
Adtnlsslcin Is Sl- for s_ingles -and $5 for doubfes and
must be submitted by 4 p.m. today. More in~
!ormallon is available at 2n6492 or 2n-4S06.

The Sancluary Group, fcir alcoholics only, will
have a closed study and discl15sion meeting at 8 p.m.
Monday nt the Newman Center, 1815 Las: LOmas-

A Department of Cheml:!lry Colloquium will
feature Robert Lime of Occidental Petroleum who
will speak on "Trtravalenl Metal PhospbOnates as
Calalyst Supports and Selective· EJcyriu;;tants" a1 3
p.m. today In the Chemistry Building, room 101. '
TIIO UNM BaDrooln Dllnce Oub will meet from
7:30 to 9:30p.m. today ln theSUB,Minllesson this

-week'W:illbeCountryWestern.

This Weekend's Events
A Bulc Portable VIdeo Production Worll1hop will
be held today, Saturday ond Sunday at

N.E.

A Croup for Womtn Who are presently dealing
with an unplanned pregnancy or who have deal I. with
one in the past will meet I rom 7 to 9 p.m. Monday at
the UNM Women's Center. No c::barge and no
registration is necessary.
An Anb)c- Clus wilt be orfered lhls semester at the
international Center. More information ii available
from lhe·Jnternatlorial Center or from Mohamed Ali
at 842-6197,

A Spanish Convenet(oil Cl...- for travel imd
businw situ.ations, wUI be offered at 7 p.m. MoJJdays
beginning Feb. 1_ at tlle 1nternationa1 Center, 1808
Las Lomas NE. More information i~ available from
E_ncama Abc:lla at :266-9943 or the International

are

Watt
"It's time to rethink the importance of effective communication betWeep the Indian people, •' Mathews
said. "We should work in ot1r own
behalf rather than rely upon individuals like Watt, who appears
ignorant of Indian values and life·
ways."

continued ftom page 1
Mathews said that the local Indian
politicians who supported President
Reagan have sacrificed a great deal.
Watt has now made it impossible for
the Indians to deal effectively with
the federal government, she said.

Center at 277-2946.

MEET A NEW MAN EVERY MO

"Totally the Best"'

Optics within the department.
The institute, which already has
19 permanent members on its
teaching and research staff, is active
in the areas of laser physics, quantum optics and optical engineering.
Its work is interdisciplinary, involving not only its own staff, but also
members of other UNM departments as well as researchers outside
the University.
Some of the institute'sresearch is
conducted jointly with private industry and some with large government-supported laboratories, such
as Sandia National Laboratories,
Los Alamos National Laboratory
and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
"At the institute, we pride
ourselves on being both fundamental and applied," said Dr.
Marian 0. Scully, director of the
institute and Distinguished Professor of physics at UNM.
Among the areas being investigated by the institute are laser
weapons for defense; controlling
optical aberrations associated with
the atmosphere; thin-film optical
coatings to reduce laser light darnage to mirrors and other components; fiber optics cables, which
carry vast amounts ofinformation in
a small area; and laser gyroscopes,
which are very small and incredibly
precise, for use on aircraft.

(VLA) radio telescope, which has
been constructed near Socorro. The
telescope receives radio signals
from astronomical bodies and,
through computer manipulation,
produces multi-color images similar
in appearance to photographs. But
the images contain information on
stellar bodies unavailable by any
ordinary means, Price said .
Price has done extensive research
into the distribution of cosmic ray
particles and magnetic fields in our
own Milky Way Galaxy and in outside galaxies, His current research
interests arc in the optical and radio
study of the central regions of galaxies, where unknown processes
generate tremendous amounts of
energy and release it as gamma rays,
X"rays, light, radio waves and material flow.
Other members of the radio astronomy group have studied radio
observations of active galaxies in
clusters of galaxies, which
one
billion light years in size - the
largest scale structure known in the
universe,
Another major area of improvement in the UNM physics and astro·
no my department involves the study
of optics. Two years ago, UNM became the third institution in the
country to offer studies in advanced
optical systems, including laser, by
establishing the Institute for Modern.
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I
TWelve exciting men await you in the calendar voted best of 1 Qty. .
all 1983 male calendars by a survey of college coeds. fhe 1 D Calendar@ 7.95 .
I
men are presented in full color with over 40 PhOtos of the
0 Audio Tape @ 4.95
.
..
I
country's hottest university men. Measures 9" x 26'' on your I Calif. re•ldenls add 6.5% lax. Po•J~ge ahd handling add $1.00 pet 1
wall. Only $7.95. Supplies Llmlted~Order Now.
I Calendar orTaPe.
PLEASE PRINT
TAPECASSETTE
I Name
I
Each calendar man tells his hopes and dreams on a 90 minute
1
audio cassette featuring unrehearsed interviews With each l~rea
1
man. Only $4.95.
·
Slate
Zip
I City
1
U
Visa
lJ
MCCard
II
.
.
.
.
.
.
I
Available Only by Mall
Money Back if Not Satisfied
1 E•P· dale __ --~--.
I
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Photographer Uses Mystery, Humor
To Tell Story of Couple's Breakup
By Johanna King
"Beach Narrative,'' a collection
of photographs by Californ.ia photographer Lisa Bloomfield, is presently on display at the Photogenesis
Gallery, 1003 Fourth St. NW.
The exhibit consists of 17 photos
designed to create a feeling of mystery and psychological tension, and
uses satire to tell the story of a couple's estrangement.
Bloomfield said "Beach Narrative" was created in such a way that
it has linear direction only, and the
action takes place during the course
of a single day. Within the confines
of this day, however, the events can
start and end almost anywhere.
The captions that accompany
each photo, such as "she could
weave intricate patterns," and "the
warmth was always pleasant," are
intended to be both descriptive and
mysterious.
''The proximity of viewpoints
establishes an intimate physicality
and sensuality, emphasizing the interaction and isolation," explained
Bloomfield.
"Beach Narrative'' will be on
display through Jan. 29.

INTIMATE VIEW: Lisa Bloom's photography exhibition at
Photogenisis Gallery is the story of a couple's esttangement,
expressed through meaningful, humotous, and mystetious
photos and captions. The show will tun until the end of the
month.

Couples Comedy Offers
Mixed View of Marriage
By Eddie Tafoya
Everybody who's ever been to a
party knows that the most interesting
conversation, the juiciest gossip and

the funniest jokes don't happen in
the ostentation of the Jiving room they take place in the relaxed
atmoshpere of the kitchen. With this
simple premise in mind, .Alan Ayckbourn has constructed Absurd Person Singular, a complex look at life
in the social fast Jane, where the host
and hostess can always use more
tonic water and impressions given in
the living room are as misleading as
the facades that disguise the tumults

II Welcome Back
I Yale Blood Plasma Inc.
I 122 Yale Blvd. SE Alb. NM 266-5725
i $5~00 Bonus
I
to all first tim• donors
I
$1.00 Bonus
I
I
to all ~old donors
1I
1
1
1
I

Wlfh fhls coupon and
a valid sfudent or military ID.
Umlt one per donor.
Offer expires Jon. 28, 1983

.

. ·.

'

of "perfect marriages." This play is
funny and interesting, but it lacks
focus as it seems to drift aimlessly- touching, at different times,
on bedroom comedy, black comedy
or social allegory.
The play is the tale of three cou·
pies -: the Hoperofts, the Brewster-Wrights and the Jacksonswho gather togetlier on three consecutive Christmas Eves. Each time,
a different couple serves as host and
hostess.
Ayckbourn's use of the kitchen is
effective as it gives us a a "behind
the scenes" look at these different
marriages,. and exp()ses the vulnerabities of the host couple, whether
those vulnerabilities are as innocent
as a Jack of preparation or as haunting as a suicidal tendency. It is as if
the facade that was created for the
living room dissipates once two or
more people end up ,in the kitchen.
continued on page 9
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2120 Central SE
243-6954

Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science Graduates

Challenge.
Opportunity.
Prestige_·. _
Reasons to investigate
a consulting career with
Booz ·Allen & Hamilton.
We'll ~e on your campus
Friday, January 28.

II

II

BOOZ·ALLEN & HAMILTON INC.

II
II

1

--------------------------111'1!
I

Ladies
& Men's

A consulting career offers opportunities and challenges you won't find with
other careers. If you're a top performer with a strong desire for success, you
should investigate a consulting career With Booz·Allen & Hamilton. One of
the world's leading consulting firms.
We're looking for innovative and highly talented.people with degrees in
Elc:!ctrical Engineering, Computer Science, or related fields. If you're ready
for the challenge of a consulting career, stop by and investigate Boot• Allen.
We're one of the largest, most prestigious, international management and
technological consulting firms in the world.
If you're unable to visit with us, send a resume ot detailed letter of interest
to: Ms. Laura Boggs, College Relations Department, Booz•Allen &
Hamilton, 4330 East-West Highway, Bethesda, MD 20814. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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At last you can make
Russian Margaritas!
Add vodka instead of
tequila. If you should
fail to use La Paz.
Margarita Mix,
the KGB will
getcha.
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Works of Art Focusing on Merc~naries and Women
Currently Being Shown at University Art Museum
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EXCELLENT SALARY

Jeff Alc~ander

A NOSE FOR LIARS: Pinocchio (Andrea Nelson} tells Gepetto a tall tale in the Albuquerque Children's Theater production which plays this Saturday and Sunday in Popejoy
Hall.

Skills Center

Young Actors Bring Puppet to Life

3rd Floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

(Work study qualified only)

$4.15 per hour

Pinocchio, adapted by Amanda Thrush, from the famed Carlo
Collodi classic, will be the first
theatrical event of the 1983 season for Albuquerque Children's
Theater. Performances will be
held at Popejoy Hall on Saturday
and Sunday at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30
p.m. each day.
Featured as Pinocchio will be
Andrea Nelson on Saturday, and

Cathy Peterson on Sunday.
Andrea is a veteran of ACT performances, and appeared as
Rapunzel in last summer's pro·
duction. Peterson is a newcomer
to ACT.

Tchaikovsky Suite, choreog•
raphed by Lucy Hayden to the
Act II Nutcracker music.
Advance tickets are $2.50.
The group rate is $2 each for
groups of ten or more. All tickets
are $3 the day of the performance. Tickets are on sale at the
Popejoy Hall Box Office and all
Ticket Master Outlets,

On the same program with

Pin!Jcchio, ACT will present the
Albuquerque Children's Theater
Ballet Company in lA

Contact Susan Deese
at the Skills Center
277·4560

3::m, 5!30, 7:30 and 9:30. Also showing at CoronadO.

J, l:lO, S:ll, 7:~~ and9:40,
An 0//ict.t and a Gtnt/tmm~-Cinema east.
Showtimc:s: Weekend matinees-2:15 and 4:45;,
DaiiY11:15 and9:4l.
P1tti' Pan/Condorman-Eastdale. Showtfmes: 7!30
and9:JO.
OMSopble-'s Cbi>lre-Wyom1ng Malt. Showdmes; 1,

Showtlm~:

Big Valley Ranch Company (8904 Menaul N.E.)·
Ch~m.

now being presented at the _Bnm Dinner Theater.

paintings on canvases, which stretch
. 10 feet high and up to 28 feet across,
depict larger-than-life mercenaries,
particularly of the Vietnam War.
Through colossal size, bold color
and strong brushstrokes, Golub
paints images of power and dominance. Smaller portraits of world
leaders such as Ho Chi Minh and
Henry Kissinger also make up the
exhibit by this American artist.
Golub, who began exhibiting his
work in major shows in the 1950s
has conducted exhibits throughout
the United States and in Europe at

Here, the artist explores women
through a series of themes such as
childbirh, history and men's
appraisals of women.
She expresses herself through excerpts from stories in mythology and
modern newspapers, and illustrates
her thoughts with simple, primitive
paintings of the heads and nude figures of women.
Described as eccentric and political art with unique vision, Spero's
work has been defined as observations of and personal reactions to
intolerable events and conditions.

In 1969, Spero joined the first
women artists' group, WAR
(Women Artists in Revolution), and
in 1971 shehelpedfoundtheA.J.R.
(Artists in Residence) Gallery, the
first women's cooperative art gallery in New York City. In addition to
her work about women, Spero is
known for her anti-war series.
The New York artist has pre·
sented her work in exhibitions _in the
United States, Canada and Europe.
Her UNM exhibit is supported by a
grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts.
With an underlying theme of
irony, many of the photos present
incongruous juxtapositions, such as
the photgraph by Nicholas Nixon of
the old La Fonda Hotel in Santa Fe
with a modern swimming pool in the
foregound.
The Golub exhibit will continue
through Feb. 20, the Spero exhibit
until Feb. 13.
Museum hours are 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m., Tuesday
through Friday, and 1 to 5 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday.

continued from page 7

his naivete' is a bag that he just can't
The Brewster-Wrights (played by seem to break out of. Swinson gives
Allen Ferrel and Deborah Shank) a strong performance and, makes his
represent the pinnacle of the "high character likable (and sometimes his
society" that they, along with the ignorance has an edge of annoyance)
Jacksons (Ralph Anderson and and prone to pity.
Jeanie McClellan), spend so much
The best act is the second, as Eva
affection on.
Jackson floats in and out of a drunk·
The Hopcrofts, on the other hand, en stupor, and comes to life only
long enough to try to commit
the simple and innocent sort Sidney Hopcroft (UNM physics suicide. This is a good scene by
Professor Derek Swinson) doesn't Jeanie McClellan as she uses just the
seem to understand the sexual in- right amount of subtlety to make it
nuendos that flitter through the effective.
In the last act, however, this bitter
boytalk shared by Ronnie BrewsterWright and Geoff Jackson. Then and absurd touch of black comedy
there is the even simpler personality falls off and the play loses the biting
of Jane Hopcroft (Betty Rosendale), irony that was so prominent in that
who would rather spend her party scene.
Absurd Perso11 Singular is a funtime cleaning an oven than mingny play and well worth seeing. The
ling.
As the voice of innocence, the teasing bit of black comedy in the
Hopcrofts steal your heart. Sidney is second act, however, might only
totally likable. A glittering red vest whet the taste of the ardent Harold
that would be garish on anyone else and Maude fans.
It is currently showing at the
is cute on him. Sidney speaks with a
strong lrish accent, and appears as if Albuquerque Little Theater.

are

Wedni:Sday through Sunday. Shows besin at 8 p.m.

Toot.de-louisiana. Showdmes: 12:45, 3. S:JS, 7:30

Reservations can by .made by calling 'the Barn at 2Bl·

JJ38.

r«?>'<?>~«?>~..q..q..q.~~.q.~.q.·
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Danbl's (2900 Coors N.W.)•lirida Cotton and Streer
Life~

Frlu's North (4410 WyomingN.E.}OldScratch.

friar's Pub (6825 Lomas N.E.)·OfftheWail.
Glbrairar's (4800 San Ma<eo Blvd. N.E.)-Tapes.

Shawtimes: Friday-2; Saturday-land 7~

Tabo)-

An Offitrr and a 'Gmt/tmim-Cinc:ma East.

Hanpy Deor(l200 Wyoming N.E,)•Night Life.

Showtimcs: Weekend matinces-2:15 and 4:4s:
Daliy.-7:1S and 9;4l.
Ptter Pan/Condomran-Ewtdale. ShcWtlmes: 7:30
and9:l0,

Ned's El Portal (4200 Central S.E.)·lOl.
Tavern• Lounge (800 Rio Orande)-David Silverman

Band.

SopJrlt'.rChotc:~Wyomlng

and 10.

Absiub Pmon Stnfu/ar ~ This ccmedy by British

'Ator-liighland.
Showtlmes:
Weekend
matinee-1:30, mo and5:3o. DaUy-7:30 and 9:30,
B'lril Thtrt-bttn PanchO~!;• ShOwtlmes:
FrldaY-9:30: Saturda)'-4:i0 and-9:30.

playwright Alan Ayckbourrt will be presented by tho
Albuquerque Little Theat~r through Jan, . 30,
Showtimcs are 8 p.m. Tucsday through Friday, 6
p.m. and 9 p.m. Saturday and Z p,m. Sunday,
Reservations can be m~de by co.tltng·the Little Theater
at 24247iO. 'tickets are$6,
l?rt Ad..,.tuw of Don Qu/jolr·an iodaptatlohof the
play by Jose Rodriguez and the book by MigUel
CeiVantez, Will be perlonned by La Compilnla de
Ttatro at 3 p.m. :rhursdoy, Feb. 10, and at l p.m.
Saturday, feb. 12 at the KiMo Theater. Tickets for
the opening gala on Thursday will be$7,50 In advance
and tickets for Salurd•y'o performance will be S41n
advance and $4.50 at the HoOr. ·tickets are avaihtble
by ca11ingthe NuestroTeatro ot256.7164 orthe KIMO
at 277-1816.
A Doll's Jlowt-a drama by Henrlk_ Ibsen will be
ptcsented at the Albuquerque Llt~e Theater Feb. ll
tbrpugh 13 nrtd 18 through 20. Reservations .can be
made by calling the Little Theater at 242-47l0,
Tlcketscost$6,
A FD<IIity DtlftCI Ptodu¢tlim·wlil be presented Feb,

lkst Ftlt~~s-Coronndo, Showtimes: t, 3!10, SH5i
7:30 and 9:4l.
Ql/1 M. Bru<t-Coronado. Showtimcs: 1:30, ~:30,
mo, 7:40 and 9:40.

Pattcho's·. Showtimc:s: Wed-..
nesday-7:·Thursday-1.
DGtkOystai-Los Altos, Showtlm": 7:30 and 9:30.
DAr Boot......Don Pancho's, Showtlmes: Sunday.-1:30, 4:15, . 7 and 9:4l; Monday and

Cot Peoplt-Don

Tu ..daHand9:4s.

24,

2~,

26

a~d

MB_r. 3,- 4, and 5 ·at Rodey Theater.

Tickets are $4 for the genera! public, Sl tor !!Udenl
with 1.0, and are available at the UNM Fine Art! Box
Office.
Lilllt lrJ.a spanish fo1k·lbic oprea by former UNM
Mu•lc Dean J.D. ltobb will be presented by the
Albuquerque Opera Theater Inn tribute to Robb on
Saturday, ·treb. 26 lit the KIMo Thcnler, Tickets nrc

Central, SE

1

•

•

$1 s downstilits-, $10 Upslnirs ·and $5 Upstair-s tor

stloticnrswithl-D .. ·

·

.

••• • ••• ••

California Stereo l.lfJuldators. Federal No. 95-S5SJOS7. •Ill dis·
pose of. for a manufacturer's representatlue. tltelr lnuentory
surplus of NEW stereo efJulpment. Tlte Items listed belo• •Ill be
sold on a Jirst-come Jirst-serued basis wltfle fJUantftfes last!

Albuqaerqae Cello Sotfety ChambetSeriEI with guest
arll5ts Arthur Follows and Jennifer Oarrett will
perrorm at_ 8:15 p.m. _Saturday, Jan. 22 at the
Highland High School Center fOr the Arts. Wtst of
San Mateo on Zuni.

HOLIDAY INN MIDTOWN
Saturday, January 22, 1983
2020 Menaul Blvd., N.E., Albuquerque, NM
9:00am to 2:00pm

Tbe Chlonalns will be at Popejoy Hall at 8:15p.m.
Sunday, Ji:n. 30. Tickets are $12 1 $10 and S7 tor tbe
general public-,,S6j $!and S3.SO for srudents With I. D.
Miles Da¥1J will be at the Kiva Auditorium on
MondaY; Jan. 3f al 8 p.rn~ Ticketsare$13.75, SJ2.75

and $10.75 and are avalloble at Big RiverOutiets,
WOlle Dbo• wlli be at the Golden Inn on Saturday,
Jan. 2.9. Tickets are S5.50 fn advance and are
available at dlant Titkei Outlets.
' Fine Am Maolc Series- The First Uooltod Methodist
Chun:h will feature UNM faculty member John Clark
arid the New MeXico Brass Quinlet on SundAy, Jan.
2:J it 4 p.m·. The church Is located at Fourth and Lead

Alrierlcllli Cltolo-Don Pancho'.s. Showtfmes:
Wednesday-9:15; Thursday-9:15. Also showing at
Ihe Louisiana as· a·-m idnlght movie.

£.r.-touisiana. Showtlmes: 12:30, :!:45, s. 7:15
and9:l0.
• 40 • 50% OFF remaining Winter Jackets
. Rut 8/i>od-M Plaza. showlime: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30,
7:30 and 9:30,
and ski bib$
1'/tt"""'ldo-duild, Showtlmcs: Mondar through
• Special dls.toUI"Its In backpacki_ng._d_ept.
Friday-1:30and 9:1$: Saturday and Sunday-2:15,
4:00, l:4l, 7:30 and 9:15,
• Closeouts In X·C and downhill skils
il.m C:.nlon-Loulslano. shows as a midnight
• Soy you saw. us In the LODO to register
rnovl•.
for GRAND P. RIZE drowin_g.
'IB 1/ow.r-Winro<k. Showtirnes: 1:Jo, 3:3o, 5:30,
1:30 and 9:40.
~222
(2 blks. east of U.N.M.)
t.and.hi-Coronado.showtfm": 1,4:3oandll.
·
·
Ktdr Are All Rlght-Loulslono. Shows as n midnight
movie,
. . .9-6
. . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Mon·Sat
_ _ _. ., •Matl<fidnt4nnw-yRh•e,.._..M
PJn:&aJSliiH'IIiirtCS! 1:30

Mall. ShoWtinies: 11 -4t 7

Value

and are available at all GiDnt Ticket OUtlets.

Rush will be at Tingley Coicslum ftlday, Feb. 11.
tickets ate $11 and ore available at ail Glnnt Ticket
Outlets.
The Vontun!.. wlil be nt the Ooidcn Inn Friday, Feb.
4.• Tikcls arc $6,50 und are available at ali Oinnt
Ticket Outlets.
Weadtl!r heport will be at the Kiva: Auditorium
Tuesdar. March I ill 8 p.m. Tfckcl$ nrc '$8.7$, $11 .25

, .. llh~ $1,2.,2~ 11}1~~·~ 4V9iln~l~ ~~ ~~~B,i!!)lJvcr}~ujlets.

5
AM/FM Cassette
ONLY Car Stereos, In~Dash

(A puhlic .~ervice qltlw Liquor Imfunt r/J a1ullhi.• Publieaiion.)

I

sw.

Rltnll> flamenco will be at Rodey Theater on
SatUrday, Jan. 29 beginning at 8 p.m. THeis one
avaliableat the UNM Fine Arts Box Offioe.
Emmylou Horn• will be ai Orahanl Central Station
on Tuesday, Feb.IS at !l p.m. Ticket.oare SlMSand
ate &vait~ble at aU Bili _Rivet ~Utle_is.
john 1M Hoo..r will be at the Golden Inn Friday,
Jan. 28, Tickets ilre SS.S[) in advano:e and ate avalible
atllliGiantTitketOutlets.
loho McCutcheon will be al the KIMo theater
Friday, Jan. 21 beglnnins at 8 p.m. Tickets are U In
advance, $6.50 at the door and .ate avaliable at ali
Gian!Tiek_el Outlets.
New l\lwco Symphooy bn:httln Featuring solos by
several members of' the crchestra, wlll be_ In concert at
8:15 p.tn. Feb. ll and 12lnPopejoyHali. Ticket! are
$7.1io, sto.60, sr 1.60 and $U.60 for the senml
public, $5.60, S7.6o, $8.60 and $9.60 for suxlet1ts;
and S2.60 forstudents With I.D. during Student Rush
beginning at 8 p, m, on the evening of the per•
formance.
Vlconte Romero will be ill the KIMo Auditorium
Saturday, Jan. 22 beginning ill 8 p.m. Tickets are 56

~

PUBLIC NOTICE ... STEREO LIQUIDATION

o

Trail of th1 Pink P011thu-Los Altos. Showtimes:
1:15 and 9:15.
17rt Yt'rd/ct-Loulsiana, Showtimes:2,4, 7and9:30.
Also showing at Cinema East. Showtimes! Weekend
matinees-2 nnd 4:30; Daily-7 and 9;30.
[Z;....L-L:...!!~L..:.:Z....£-""""'~J\
The World Ac:cordinx to Garp-Don Pancho's.

N.E.)·liook line and Sinker.

~

~

• • • • • • • • • • • • • -4

• o o " •

The brothers of New Mexico Alpha Sigma Phi Epsiwn Fraternity extend an invitation
to all serious college men to visit our fraternity and see what it has to offer them. We
are located at 1705 Mesa Vista NE. Our telephone number is 247-4299. Should you
have any questions feel free to call
Mr. Brad Bradley, Mr. Mark Hayes or Mr. Vince Baca,
"Excellence is the Differen.ce"

i
i
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and9:30.

Street Pub (6_18 Coronado Shopping Center

Juan

Squahblu·a siluatiotJ. comedy starring Lyle Talbot Is

Tht Toy-M Plaza. Sbowtimes: 1:30, j:j[), S:30, 7!30

Sharman and the Golden Copntry Band (downstairs).

Gnham Cedhll Statlod (3301
Tnmslators(on Wednesday).

and are available by phonlng298.()881.

and 10.

Bogart's (Mon.tgOincry Plaza)- Striderz (upstairs);
~helsea

Tltt Mt11y Wlvts oi Windsor·a comic opera by Otto
Nico1ai will be-performed -by the Albuquerque Opera
Theater Friday, January28 and Satlirdayj January29
at the KiMo Theater. Tickets are SIS, 12 ~10 and S7

4, 7 and 10.

nnd 9:45. Also S.howing _at "the Lobo. Showlimes; 7:30

BlackAnaus(i284 Wyoming Blvd N.E.}-Sass:y Jones.

DON'T MISS OUR GRAND OPENING
- now In prog...u -

musevms, including the Museum of
Modern Art in New York City and
!he Institute of Contemporary Arts
m London. His UNM exhibit is supported by a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts.

Couples

Help Wanted
Algebra an.d Calculus
Tutors Needed

Mercenaries, women and the past
50 years in America serve as subjects for the art exhibits that begin
rJ!e new year at the University Art
Museum at the University of New
Mexico. The following is a brief description of two of the exhibits.

• Notes in Time on Women If• Mercenaries and Portraits of Women: Appraisals, Dance and
Power by Leon Golub, Acrylic Act~ve Histories by Nancy Spero.

0
TSgt. Darrell Moyer
(505) 292-3642

Daily Lobo, January 21, 1983

Arts

AIR FORCE NU·RSINGECP
You could be one of the senior nursing students selected for the U,S, Air Force Early
Commissioning Program (ECP). When
selected, you'll be commissioned prior to taking your state board examination. As a newly
commissioned nurse you will attend a five
month internship at a major Air Force medical
facility and have a head start in assuming the
leadership responsbilities of an Air Force
Officer. AIM HIGH! Accept the job and challenge of the Air Force Nurse Corps. For additional information contact;

N~w M~xico

5
AM/FM S-Track
ONLY Car Stereos, In-Dash
18

Hanging out
shouldn't·
.---.·. you

Cossette Car

ONLY Stereos, Unc1erdash
20

22 PR. Triaxial Car Speaker1

$159 $29m, ONLY (Round) Giant Mags
$1~9 $29ea.

Graphic Equaltzers (Good)

ONLY for Car, High Wattage
20

Disposal
Price

Disposal
Price

$ 89

$39,..

20PR. Triaxial Car Speaker&
$119 $49,..
ONLY (6 x 9) Giant Mags
10 AM/FM Cassette-Built-In

.

$159 $S9m. ONLY Equalizer & Auto lleuel'8e $299 $J39eo.

$ 75 $25m.

Graphic Equalizers (Better)

ONLY for Car, High Wattage

Value

23 PR. 2·Wa.v Car Speakers,
ONLY Dual Cone
10

AM/FM In-Dash Cas·

$175· $59 ea. ONLY sette~forSmall Cars

$ 49 $J9pr.
$225 $89ea.

30 AM/FM Cassette Car
22
AM/FM Cassettes for
ONLY Stereos ln·Dash (Best) $189 $59m. ONLY Car with Auto Reuerse $225 $89ea•

8 PR. Modular 4·Way Speake1'8
ONLY jorCor(High·Power) $179 $89pr.

a

25

Graphic Equalizer (Best)

ONLY for Car, High Wattage

$215

$89ea.

AU BRAND N£W MERCHANDISE WlfH FVI.l. .2-l'EAR WARRANrlES
Bu11 one_ or all of flae a1Jo11e quontltle• lliJfed-l'lae Public I• lnultedl
VISA, MAS1'ERCARD, CASH or PERSONAL CHECKS WEI.COME

Don't drink too much of a good t~ing~
The Distilled Spirits Council of the Umted States.

ONEDAI'ONLI'

/.1(111/htiiNf~"'''i!' lllliMiuff, flia<loit!(lltm,IJ.C. Jl/011~

'

SATURDAY, JAN. 22

ONLI'WHII.EQVANTI1'1ESIAS1'1

.
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Notice
Deadline for Accepting
Residency Petitions for
the Spring 1983 Semester
is February 4, 1983

Sports

Sports

Lady Lobos Run Past NMHU

Nationally-Ranked Lobo Skiers
Continuing Their Domination

By Steve King

Basketball teams are a little bit
like old cars, in that after they sit
around awhile, they don't run well
No Petitions Will Be
until you get the carbon out.
Accepted After that Date
The Lady Lobes started slow in
theirgame last night with New Mexico Highlands. But, once they got
revved up they stormed past the
0:1111111111111111111 III 11111111111111111 I II III I11111111111111111111 1111 II IIIII IIJIIIII III Ill 111111111111111 llllllllllllllllllll:i
shorter Cowgirls, 87-49, in a nonconference women's basketball
game at the PH.
"They (the Lobos) knew what
they wanted to do,'' said UNM head
coach Doug Hoselton, "but they
just forced their shots and had too
many turnovers." Lobo Alison
Foote's driving lay-up got the home
team on the scoreboard with 17:50
left in the first half.
=
=
After, former Lobo' Yvonne Torres
5cored, Foote canned five
§
.
~
straight points to put the Lobos
ahead 7-2. A basket by UNM's Dehie Leeper gave the Lobos a 28-13
lead, which was their biggest advantage of the first half with 3:50 remaining.
The Cowgirls fought back in the
last minute to close the gap to seven
at halftime. UNM point guard Mar$1 for a complete listing of UNM students, and
gie Brinkmann's jumper, six
University Departments Available at the UNM
straight markers by Yvonne McKinnon and hoops by Foote, Muff
Bookstore and the Information Center in the SUD.
Reinert and Sally Marquez gave the
Lobos a commanding lead at the
Call Student Activities at
15:00 mark of the sr.cond half,
which they would never relinquish.
277-4706 for more Information
Foote led all scorers with 19
points, while teammates Leeper,
;ijlllllllllllllll 11111111111111111111 1111111 1111 111111 IIIII 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~
Reinert and McKinnon all hit in double figures for UNM. Torres had 18
points for NMHU. UNM outrebounded Highlands, 44-15, while
RUNNING with the ball in the contest last night against New turning the ball over 33 times comMexico Highlands is Lobo Alison Foote. Foote, the game's pared to 26 for the Cowgirls.
Highlands coach Rick Arguello
high scorer, led the UNM squad to a 81·49 win.
was happy with his team's efforts
despite the loss, ''The girls felt like
they were playing in Madison
Square Garden, " he said, referring
to University Arena. "If we could
The UNM men and women's Linda Aki, Janine Owens, Becky have scored a couple of baskets early
swim teams will match strokes with Culpepper, Deb Reutter and Michel- in the second half it might have been
Brigham Young University tonight le Leffingwell are the women Spahn a game."
in a double dual meet.
Saturday, UNM will travel to
said could come through for this
Flagstaff
for a rematch with Northmeet.
Second-ranked BYU is favored,
em
Arizona.
The Lobos beat the
but UNM Coach Bill Spahn said the
The event will take place at 7 p.m. Lumberjills quite handily in a meetLobos have a better chance of beating earlier in the season.
ing the Cougars than they did last at the Olympic Pdol.
year. "My swimmers are working
hard and have shown a lot of improvement this season.

Student

~

Directories
Now

I

!

· Available!
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I

~
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GRAND OPENING

JAN24TH

------

*
ti

"It's not likely we'll win, but
there is a chance," Spahn said.
Spahn said two men who could
play a big part in the contest are Van
Hoffman in the breastroke and Mike
Volk in distance. He said two divers
who are doing well are Kurt Bergeson and Mitch Constant.
"One plus is the return of top diver Sue Halfmann,'' Spahn said.
Kathy Dixon, Bobbi Clemens,

In the Subway Station - Lower Level Sub

MUNCHIES
SWEET ROLLS
BEVERAGES

FEATURED VIEWING
SOAP OPERAS
THE MOVIE CHANNEL
"SATURDAY NITE LIVE• SPORTS CHANNEL
NEWS MUSIC TELEVISION - MTV

2:112 Cc>IJIMI/\vi'nUI' :i E.

Zlfz(

Summer Employment
in California
Repr~entatives of Yosemite Park & Curry Company

will be on campus

January26
We will be interviewing for Seasonal Positions in
Jlotel, Housekeeping, Kitc:hen, Food Servic:e
Retail and Support Fadlities with starting dates'
beginning April 6 through June 30.
Housing available to applicant only.
For further information and application, contact:

Career
Placement Office
Yosemite Park
& Curry Company

Yosemite National Park
Califomia 95389
(209) 372-1236
Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F'/H

Albuqu"rqut~.

NM

·~ilt)6

ARE YOU BORING?
Can you count all
of your interests
on your nose?,
A lot has been said about the Greeks, but no one can call them BORING.
This weekend, for the last time this semester, the fraternities of U.N.M. will open their
doors to the U.N.M. students.
·
This will be your last chance to see why the '.'GREEK LIFE is the GREAT LIFE/'

kinko•s copiCls
copies

Yosemite
National Park

BYU Visits Olympic Pool

·------

Gr
~
Gr

The UNM Lobo Ski teams re- suits were as follows for UNM: lowed by Utah and Wyoming. Juditurned home this week after com- Steve Maynard, 14th; P11trick Rey, vidual results found Sorensen with a
petitive National Collegiate Athletic 15th; and Richard Abruzzo 28th
third in the women's 7 ,5-kilometer
Association racing at Bozeman, Again, as with the women, the poo~ event and just 22 seconds out of first
Mont., and Salt Lake City, Utah. snow conditions took their toll on place. Stenberg was ninth, Hokholt
The team put ori a showing that, the Lobos with six members unable 12th, and Sissel Trondseth finished
again this year, established the to complete the course.
in I 8th. In the men's 15-kilometer
Lobos as one of the top 10 solid
The next day was also another cross country event, Egil Nilsen of
powers of intercollegiate skiing in verygooddayforthewomen's3x5 Colorado won, but Lobo Kemppi
North America.
kilometer relay team. Hokholt finished in the top 15 and took the
The biggest success for the Lobos started for New Mexico in sunshine lOth place, Suomalainen, 17th, was
was the women's cross country and warm temperatures. Stenberg next for UNM, followed closely by
skiers, who virtually skied away skied second with Sorensen anchor- Sander in 18th.
from the competition in Montana on ing in a blinding snow storm and
Results on the alpine slopes found
Jan. 7. The Lobo women finished temperatures that sank 18 degrees Mia Wahlqvist in 4th, Jill Wahlfirst overall with 58 points against since Hokholt had begun the first leg qvish in 9th and Tali Parman in the
nine other western· United States just 40 minutes earlier.
16th slot.
schools, including last year's . Sorensen.led t~e Lobos to victory
In the Giant Slalom, Mia Wahlnational championship team and the Ill. a dramatic sprmt to the finish as qvist was sixth, Miettinen, 1 Jth 11nd
runnerscup. Utah University was she used everything she had to pass Jill Wahlqvist, 19th.
second with 41 points, followed Toni Jorgensen of Colorado Uniclosely by Wyoming with 39 points. versity in the remaining 10 meters. • Max Wahlqvist finished lOth in
Lobo Heidi Sorenson powered UNM's combined time was 62:Sl the men's Giant Slalom, Ross Colacross the finish line with a victory with Colorado missing UNM by Jess !ins was 14th, and Rey took the 23rd
time of27;21. More than one and a _than a second.
_ spot.
.
At the same time, the men were
LoboalpinecoachGeorgeBrooks
half minutes passed before Tone
Jahren of Utah crossed the line. skiing their 3 x 7 \6 kilometer event. commented that his team was off to a
UNM's Wenche Hokholt and Kjer- Utah won, but UNM put in a fine good start. "Some of our team skied
sti Stenberg finished third and performance and captured fourth well from time to time at both Manplace, beating· out both Alaska tana and Salt Lake, but we are not
fourth, respectively.
The alpine Lobo women were schools for the first time in history of satisfied. Our new change of starting
high above the cross country tracks, Lobo skiing. Bernie Sander, Pekka slower, maintaining and bringing up
skiing the slopes ofMontana's Brid- Kemppi and Vesa Suomalainen the peak towards nationals is the corger Mountain. Lobo Mia Wahlqvist skied against 15 other teams in the nerstone of our program this year,,,
said Brooks.
had no problem skiing the slalom event.
course faster than any of the more
"We skied well, on and off,
Final team scores for the women
than 40 competitors that day. Salia at the Montana races, including both throughout both meets,'' comMiettinen finshed in 11th place, alpine and cross country results, put mented cross country Coach Klaus
while Renee Farwig was 18th. The UNM in third place, while team Weber. "As the season-long series
balmy temperatures ·and poor snow standing for the UNM men was continues we need more consistency
conditions found four UNM skiers fourth.
to give us a more realistic picture of
not completing the course.
Overall, the Lobos finished fourth how we stack on against the other
In the men's slalom event, the re- at Utah, and Colorado was first, fol- teams in the nation."

• tSO!tl 255 96iJ

NEW HOURS
MON.-FRI. 7:30·7:30
SATUP.DAY 1 0:00·5:00

SUNDAY NOON-5:00
INTIIODUCES

f>ilOI'IC~S()Il ~ll.ISIII:'\:(i
Httr••s how It workS:

2 1/24 SALE THRU 1·31 ..83
8 112 X 11 white only Auto Feed

Professors organize a $elecffan al daiS readings (check
cap)'lfght low for legal use a1 material) and drop the master aft at Klnko's, Klnko's wiN
• bupHcale ~
-Assemble Custom Notebooks
• blshlbute them to your slildeniS of o
reduced rcite
Our Proies5or Publishing Plan Is available at no
cost to you or your depotfment.
Call 255-9673 for more lnformoflon
or campus courier sentlce.

Tonight and tomorrow night may change,-Your life forever.

On the Road Again ...
Joe CavarcUn

GEORGE SCOTT and his rebounding might be the key to
victory as the team takes to the road.

DON'T BE BORING, BE GREEK
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Looking for Something?

6. Employment

7. Travel

COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "St!ldent
Rate" subscription cards on campus. Good inc()me,
no selling involve~!. For information and application,
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
write to Campus Service, 1745 W. Glendale Ave..
in the Dally Lobo.
tfn
Phoenix, Az. 85021.
t/21
THE "EXCITING CAREERS" ewcer serninar,
Discover fashion merchandising, modeling or acting.
Meet the experts in these fields. Tuesday, Jan, 25, 7
p.m. Plaza 3 Academy in Scottsdale VIllage. 298· FREE INCENSJ>, FOR your free sample supply and
1831, ex!, 168.
1124
catalog, rush a self-addressed stamped long envelope
to Oasis Incense Co., Box 430SM, Kansas City,
._._~....
WORK·STUDY QUALIFIED person needed for
Kansas 66104.
1/21
accounting and office work in business office of the
Daily Lobo. Apply in )31 Marron Hall between 8
NEED TICKETS TO NCAA Men's Basketball final
J/21
a.m. and 5 p.m. Ask for Maryann Cutter,
four. Will pay triple the price for good seats. Calll1/27
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE in creative per· 303-486-3593 anytime!.
sonal .sales, marketing and finance in Northwestern TlfE ALBUQUERQUE TRIBUNE is offering
prQfessor. Grammar, spelling, confidentiality furnisl!cll·security locks and laundry facilities, No Mutual Life's College Internship Prograrn. Earn$10·
student rates this semester. AI $11 you save nearly 40
guaranteed. 292·3431,
I /28 children or p~ts, Pleas~ call before 6:00 In the $12/()our working flexible part-time. Call Jill at 883·
percent. To order, call 842-2200, Campus delivery
evening,
266-8392.
tfn
5360 for more information.
1/25
TYPIST, ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
~~
~
genius. 242-3093.
1/31 SHARE NICE .HOUSE nearby, Furnished, utilities JOB INTERVIEWS? BE prepared! New handbook STUDENT DIRECTORIES NOW available! $1 at
included, $175 plus DO, Serious male student •.268- contains hundreds of questions, answers, hints and UNM Bookstore and Information Center In SUB.
A·l TYPIST, Tf:RM papers, resumes. 299-8970.
1/21 tips to Improve your chances. Moiieyback guarantee.
Limited supply, get yours now!.
1128
1/31 6617.
WILL BABYSIT YOlJR child MWF full or part- THE CITAilEL-SUPERB location near UNM and Send $6,95 to Job Interview Handbook, Drawer WANTED: GOOD QUALITY Racing Touring
381
L,
Box
16042,
Albuquerque,
NM
871!11.
1/27
time. Fenced yard, nice neighborhood. One mile from downtown. Bus. service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
bicycle. Call Max after7:30 p.m. 266-6940.
1/31
UNM. 262-0591.
1/25 or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid, Deluxe MEN AND WOMEN needed to sell imported
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation Moroccon leather goods, shirts, dresses, Also l!igh24 HOURTYPINGservice. 881-0628.
211 room, swinuning pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
fashion and novelty belts, headbands and acce$sories,
RESuME PLUS COMPOSED by personnel couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn 20% commission, Must have car. Contact Michel M.
specialist, M.A. Plus interview tips and cover letters. l'REE RENT TO ROOMMATE possible, In ex· lbguy (or leave name and phone number) at 1710!4
298·6006.
1/21 change for minor help. Bernalillo, NM - IS minutes GoldSE,
tfn ARTISTS WHO WOULD like to participate in shows
BABYSITI'ING MOM WILL care for infant/child. from campus. 867-4476, 867-2221.
1/21 TUTOR, FRIENil AND advisor needed for 13-year- this spring at the Hippo, please contact James
Near campus. Flexible schedule OK. 242-3768. 1/21 .HOUSEMATF.: WANTEP: MATURE, financially old girl. 2:30.5:30 p.m. weekdays. Female preferred . Rutherford at 102 West San Francisco St., Suite 16,
1/26
GUITi\JlJ,ESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching, responslbie, nonsmt-ker • to share cozy, 3-BR home· University student will have time to study. Evenings Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501.
J/21
John Milcheil268·0496.
I /28 w/fireplace. Large yards w/gardening space. 25501381.
INFORMAL SORORITY RUSH begins Sunday,
ALTERATIONS. WE DO ail kinds of alterations, $200/month includes utilities. Toni 255-8315, STUDENTS INTERESTED IN employment for Jan. 231 Sign up at Student Activities in the SUB by
1/21 Spring semester, apply at Food Service Office in Jan. 21. Friendship, scholarship, leadership, social
lowest prices in town. California Fashions, 2324 evenings.
1/28 activities, service - a home away from home. 1121
Central, across from UNM. 266-6872,
1/21 · HOUSEMATE- NONSMOKER.
SPACIOUS, Student Union Building.
GUITAR I.ESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repair~ and northeast. $150 plus utilities. 843-7279 (leave '11JTORS NEEDEil FOR spring semester. Primarily UNM SUB RECREATION Annual ACU·I Regional
message),
1121 math, Eng(ish, biology, accounting, chemistry, Qualifier Tournament: Eight-ball, billiards, foosball
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE.
265·3315.
· tfn NICE EFFICIENCY, MORNINGSIIlE NE. Single, engineering and economics. Work-study preferred. and table tennis. Friday, Jan. 21, 6:30 p.m. to
1/21 completion. Winners go to Colorado State University
1/21 CaiiAthletlcAdvisement Office, 277-6536.
TYPING. MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology, $180. 299-8543.
U.S, TOBACCO COMPANY is seeking a college in F()rt Collins, Colorado for Regionals Feb. 17-19.
Papers, lab reports, etc. After6 p.m. 821-4378. l/21
representative to present company and products on Admission: $3-singles, $S-doubles, submit by 4 p.m.
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING/ Other
l/2i
and around campus, Send resume to P.O. Box 35157, Friday, Jan. 21.
Secretarial Services in my home. Call the Other
Station P, Albuquerque, NM 87176,
1/31 CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
Office, 884-6564.
l/21
70 VOLVO RUNS great, 32 mpg, $650 or best offer,
in Las Noticins.
tfn
Call299-6428. Call between6 p.m. andS p.m. I/2S CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-$28,000, Carribean,
UNIVF.:RSIT:V AREA: CHARMING, immaculate
home. Ideal for professional. TWo bedrooms, two
ROOMMATE, TIIREE-BEnROOM house near bath, living room, den, two fireplaces, $78,900. 255·
UNM. $92 plus utilities. Feb. I. Call after 6:30, 262·
1536,
1/21
0686.
1/21
1974 VESPA 150.super motorscooter, 915 miles,
ROOMMATE WANTED: twO-bedroom furnished $700 firm. Karen 898-1891.
1125
apartment. Utilities paid. $120/mo. Marchello 266COMPUTERS - COMMODORE-64, VIC-20 and
1814.
1/21
other fine Commodore equipment. For lowest prices
SHARE IIOUSE IN rural neighborhood. 12 minutes in town, contact Mac (8·12 a.m.) at 265·7006.
1/21
from campus. Unfurnished room in nice house with
DATSUN BZIO, 19'/4. Reliable transportation, but
clotneswasher., kitchen, greenhouse and yard,
let them lmow! we have openings for part-time vocaneeds hody work. Call after 5 p.m. weekdays. 243$89/mo. plus 11 utilities. Cai134S·IS14.
1/21
$206,
1126
tional and on call food service work (will train).
ROOMMATE WANTED: SHARE deluxe, furnished
three-bedroom home. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, TREASURES 'N PLEASURES, ISI7 Eubank NE, .
located near Albuq. Academy, IS minutes to UNM. 292-7722, New idea In new and used furniture,
pleasant atmosphere. 150Jo discount on all Items to
Looking for considerate individual $175/mo. plus 11
Have them apply at Food Service office Main level SUB
UNM students with ID and ad. Free delivery over
utilities approlllmately $30/mo. Evenings 821·3190.
SSO. Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30, Sat 9;30.3:00. Visa and
or call 277-2811. Ask for Debbie or Julie.
1/21
MasterCharge,
1125
ROOMMATE NEEDED. twO-bedroom apartment, SISS/mo plus electricity, On bus route to DELUXE IUNGSIZE WATERBED loaded, Retail
UNM. Call884-86S3 after 6 p.m.
1125 $800. Must sell. Bestofferover$300. 881-1668. 1126
ONE BR $130. Studio 5200 furnished and tstllities 1976 RENAULT, ONE owner. Excellent condition,
pllld. 1218 Copper NE. Four blocks to UNM. 842- good tires, good battery, AM-FM radio, luggage
rack, 35 mpg. SISOO. Call Bobble277·5141.
1/24
6170.
1/31
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence halls are 1971 SIX-CYLINDER Maverick, New tires, reyour answer for muimum convenience to campus upholstered. S7SO/best offer. Ann 292-0310, 277·
1/24
comfon and economy in housing and tood service. 5161.
Space Is available for Spring semester, but apply TI-59 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR with
early! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4. Or call PC-iOO printer. Extra paper, mag cards and more.
277-2606
1/21 S3SO, will consider selling separate. Phone 293-6407,
1124
ROOMMATE WANTED. $120 month plus 11 ask for Ron.
utilities. Near the stadium. 242.-1036.
1/21 ALMOST NEW FLAMENCO shoes, size 7. 242THURSDAY'S
50 Having wings
ACROSS
1124
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCl' apartment, 1410 Girard 8933.
53 Foolish one
1 Metal
PUZZLE SOLVED
1121
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2 1973 VWSUPER Beetle, $1600. 281·5365.
54- and
5 Succinct
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully

Whether you're looking
for a used moped or
renting a room, classified
ads do the trick. Ads can
be placed at t 3 1 Marron
Hall.

1. Personals
AI.PHA CUI'S GET psyched I ORIFiscoming, 1121
MMMI OMELETTJ: LOVERS try the Breakfast
Nook, 233 San Pedro, across from the fairgrounds.
Open (r2 daily. Great food! Especially omelettes with
swiss cheese. MMMI.
1121
011, t'UOGEI Olf, delicious 'fudge! Now at the
MiKed Dag, 121 Yale SE, l1 block south of Central.
1/21
IIQN C. ANil Ray J.: Congratulatioll! on accepting
OLir bit! to become LUJnbda Chi Alpha associates. We
think you will becomegreal brothers.
1121
TOP WOMEN'S SOCCEit team wants dependable,
knowledgeable couch. 265-1470., plea.1e keep trying.
1/26
STUDENT VOLUNTJ<:EI!S NEEOEJ) in 3~ com·
munlty agencies. Gain satisfaction of servl~e and
valuable experience, Call247-0497 or256-1663. 3/4
WOitK-STUnY STUilENTS seeking employment
for Spring semester, .Please apply at Food Service
OfOce Ill Student Union Dullding.
1/28
llUIIANGO SNOW DOWN. SKI the holiest slopes in
Colowdo Jnn. 27·30. Call Student Travel Center 277•

1m

m~

WEIGIIT·t:ATING I'RODLF.MS.Individuni/Oroup
programs, Free Information, interview: Or. Lawrence
OoCidllve, 110 Vassar SE, 256-1553.
1124
FEMALE CIRCUMCISION, POLYGAMY, purdah, brldcprice and more In Women In World
Cultures. Women Studies 279-003, Call #5186.
lnfonnatlon- 277·3854.
J/21
SINGEIIS, ESPECIALLY MEN, needed for
Handel's Messiah, Parts 11·111. Rehearsals on
Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m., at First Congregational
Church, Lomas and Oirard. Call Felicia 296-0396.
1/21
SPRING BREAK IN New York! Earn up to three
credit hours In fine arts (T.A, 290-002 (4i IS)). Snows,
tours, s:minars. 292·7195, 277-4332.
1121
TO ALL TilE sororities: the men of Sigma Chi
welcome you back. Dcst wishes for a great spring
semester.
1/21
"BEf'ORE, DURING ANn After Your New
Computer," a seminar at the Hilton on Jan. 27 and
28, presented by Acccs>lnnovations, 265·3591. 1/21
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST NOW accepting
submissions In literature, visual arts, theatre, dance,
film, video and music. Deadline Feb. 21. For more
lnformatlon, cali277-$6S6 or24Z.7046.
1/21
BEST kEPT SECRET In townl Find your voice in
black women writers class. Women Studies 234-001,
Tu-Th 11·12:15.
1/21
MAZATLAN SPRING BREAK, SIBS-train, $319·
plane, space Is limited. Dave881·1668,
1121
PREGNANCY TESTING A counseling, l'hone 247·
9819.
tfn
CONTACfS·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
inexpensive, pleasing, Lowest prices in townl Two for
SS, Four for 57. Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
SE, on the corner of Silver and Wellesley, or cail26~
l323.
tfn
fREE INCENSE. fOR your free supply and catalog,
rush a self-addressed stamped envelope to Oasis
Incense Co., Box4305P, Kansas City, Kansas 66104.
1/21
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
frnmes. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regUlar S6S,OO). Pay Less Opticians,
~019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
trn
ACCURATE INfORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abonion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn

REWARD FOR BLACK trifold wallet lost Jan. 19.
C~IIRichard864-7331.
1/27
FOUNil: CAI.CULATOR DURING finals week last
semester. Describe and claim at 131 Marron Hall.
l/27
FOUNil: TEXTBOOK IN 213 Mitchell Hall.
Describe and claim in 131 Marron Hall.
1/26
l.OST: CHOKE CHAIN with tags near SUB. Belongs
to plump, tailess dog. Call243·7539.
1/24
J'OUNn: BROWN COAT with two searfs, near
Campus Post Of(ice, Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
1/21
CLAIM YOUR I.OST possessions at Campus Polfce
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
J)A VCARt IN MY UNM·area home. Ages 2-S.
Everyday but Thursday. 256-0BIS.
1/27
TREE-TRIMMING, REMOVAL. Experienced. Odd
jobs, hauling. TonYB42-9427.
1/21
EXPERT TYPING. THF.SIS, dissertations, briefs.
Medical, legal. Reasonable. Helen 299-535 I.
2/1
IIOME TYPING/EDITING service. Retired

...

c:;overed

Slragon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOY{N

TOP DOG

. . , $1.88

CHICAGO anLIE MoT DOU

LOBO SPECIAL

~=-Drink

8. MisceUaneous

9. Las N oticias

5. ForSale

4. Housing

Friends or Relatives

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

r-------------...
M~Jfl\
~~rg•\
.,.~~f/Z1f'_..: CITV

-

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink

$1.65
with cdupor••1·21

2. Lost & Found

Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory, newsletter.
!.916-973·1111.
2125

Work Study Jobs

1 23

Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday
Neapolitan, Sicilian & Whole Wheat Pizza

for spring Semester.
,

LJ!~~~~d_S!_:~,:~c.='!!'J

Apply at Food S.rvlce
Office In fhe SUD

10 Perches
bacon
14 Axillary
58 Builder
15 Knocked for 61 Caution
62 Vocal sound
16 Spanish bull 631nane one
64- Boleyn
17 Alaska city
18 Made a copy 65 Asterisk
20 ~Lakes
66 Had
22 Letter
67 Poverty
23 Lariat
24 Ore producer DOWN
26 Vehicle
27 Men in blue
1 Mob
2 Swan genus
30 Giant
3 Gold cloth
34 Bedroom
4 Vaguely
item
35 Stow freight
5 Youngster
36 Wrath
6 Dodges
37 Maneuver
7 Cowpoke
38 Use up
8 Fish
40To- - :
9 Finial
,All
10 Passageways
4 i Ending for
11 Jot
pat or rod
12 Allowance
42 Impaired air 13 Mixer
43 Weakest
19 Bird
45 Freed
21 Beginner
471dolizes
25 Reporters
48 Vase
26 Humored
49 !:vergreen
27 ~ plate

28 Author A.A.

47 Sleep
49"-- - a
29 Schemes
Hot Tin
30 Bloke
Roof"
31 Stopwatch
50 Decrees
32 Rub out
51 Plunder
33 Splits
52 Asian coin
35 Limb
53 Cargo vessel
39 Container
55 Wind indica40 All tor
42 More certain 56 Ocean bird
44 Grandparen- 57 Clarinet, e.g.
tal
59 Yore
46 Sailboat
60 RCMP color

